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The part about the doctors IS true, however, this is NOT a change from the current procedure, merely deferring
to current procedure. This is the basic law for all trade secrets in every industry. If, for instance, someone got
sick and suspected it's from drinking Coke Classic, then the doctor would have to request the chemicals that are
in Coke Classic from the Coca Cola Company. The company would have to comply, but if Coke wants to, they
can require the doctor and patient to first sign confidentiality agreements before supplying the info, thus keeping
the doctor and patient from disclosing the recipe or any part of it (trade secret) to the public at large. If they
refuse, then the company doesn't have to disclose it's trade secret, though the doctor and patient are free to
have it tested as they wish.
So nomatter where you fall on that issue, opposing it for that purpose is essentially opposing it because you
disagree with what it doesn't change, not what it does.
As far as the zoning issues, I have to read the bill closer, and will when I get time. Currently, local municipalities
are responsible for zoning, and can set them to allow or disallow wells as they see fit. My basic understanding
was that this wouldn't change, the localities still can zone things as they choose, which can forbid wells in
certain areas if they wish. Just that this bill also gives states zoning power on state lands. Thus the state could
"zone" them out of state parks, forests, etc, if they wanted, and even on a piecemeal basis (parts of parks, parts
of forests, etc.). Even if they don't own the mineral rights.
But I could be a little off base on that one, that was just my understanding from mass media. I'll read the bill a
little closer when I get the chance. I would not knowingly support taking zoning rights away from municipalities.
I would support giving the state zoning rights on state lands, or even giving an additional layer of "veto" power
for all lands.

